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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

Title

228546

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

API & CLI

Support for Alternative User ID now included within the
CLI and API

228660

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Add & Edit

Remove rows which have no visible fields from being
rendered on add / edit layouts

228662

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Add & Edit

Improved performance of Ajax requests on complex and
large forms

230649
230450

Feature
Enhancement
Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Administration

N/A

EV Mail

230459

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Search / Report

228577

Product Bug

6.5.0.2

Add & Edit

ExtraView Confidential

Release Note
The CLI commands evadd2group and evadduser have
been updated to allow them to use the alternative login ID
as well as the normal user ID.
With the increasing use of Ajax to handle the rendering on
forms, we have introduced the capability to automatically
suppress any row which has no visible fields. No user
interaction or setup is required.
Significant improvements to the time it takes to handle
Ajax requests on large and/or complex forms have been
made. This is achieved by compressing the data returned
from the server. A new behavior setting named
RESPONSE_COMPRESSION_THRESHOLD has been
introduced to control this mechanism. A value of 0 for this
setting means that no compression is made. A positive
integer indicated the number of kilobytes of data above
which the compression is introduced. Given that that the
compression begins to make a significant improvement,
even with relatively small returns of data, the default is
provided as 1.
Note that this setting is not used if ExtraView detects that
the browser is Internet Explorer, with a version number
lower than 8. This is because there is a sigificant bug in
earlier versions of Internet Explorer, which actually result
in even poorer performance although the data returned is
compressed.
Previously, the text size default was small.

The default font size for a new user is now set to
"medium"
Ability to add the original email submission from EVMail to For some purposes it is useful to store the original email
the issue as an attachment
that is received by the EVMail task as an attachment to
the issue.

Optionally suppress report header / footer information on
scheduled reports

Date and time issues with calendar and time zones

Release Notes Prepared in ExtraView

A new property named EVMAIL_ATTACH_EML has
been created that can be set in the properties file for
EVMail.
Generated reports include a list of the filters that were
used to generate the report at their head, and some
reports (depending on the report output) also contain a
count of the number of records. Depending on the
context of the recipient of scheduled reports, this
information sometimes did not mean anything (e.g. a
guest user receiving a scheduled report with several
filters on fields to which they did not have any access or
context), so a new option to suppress the filters has been
introduced when reports are being scheduled.
Time zone conversion where users used the full date with
time format would not always convert the date correctly.
This has been fixed.
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Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

228722

Product Bug

6.5.1.1

230603

Product Bug

6.5.0.1

232150

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

230694

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

228512

Product Bug

6.5.0.2

230451

Product Bug

6.5.1.1

230627

Product Bug

6.5.1.1

228515

Product Bug

6.1.4.1

228707

Product Bug

6.5.1

230481

Product Bug

6.2.4

231270

Product Bug

6.5.1.2

232086

Product Bug

6.5.0.2

Module
Add & Edit

Title

Release Note

Could not add any new issues into database

After upgrading from the 6.5.1.1 minor release it was not
possible to add any new issues to the database, when the
add layout did not contain a repeating row layout. The
ability to add multiple repeating rows to layouts caused a
problem when no repeating row layouts were present.
This has been fixed.
Add & Edit
FireFox: Cursor was not initially visible in Users Lookup
This only happened in the Firefox browser. Problem has
dialogue
been fixed.
History
History screen mixed up order of repeating records when This happened because an alphanumeric sort was used,
there were more than 10 repeating row fields within an
as opposed to a numeric sort. This has been fixed.
issue
Import and Export XML Export/Import did not successfully migrate
Problem has been resolved.
Scheduled Reports
Notification
Email templates did not always choose to use the .txt
This was a bug which occasionally affected email
version for plain text emails
templates with a type of text only. It was fixed.
Rules Engine
Business Rules with list assignments to {null} would not
This problem was introduced in 6.5.1.1.1 and was fixed.
compile
It only affected rules where a null value was assigned to a
list field.
Rules Engine
NullPointer in Rule.java has been fixed
This was connected to running escalations and then
seeing a null pointer in the log file, but with no rules being
executed. This bug has been fixed.
Search / Report A PDF report set in layout container did not display all
This occured when the related records contained the
records consistently for an issue with related records
same values within subsequent records. Only the first
related record with its values was rendered. The problem
has been fixed.
Search / Report Scheduled Reports - “Error on page” was displayed when This was a minor problem that has been fixed.
selecting a user role from the select list
Search / Report * None * value for query filter disappeared when editing
This bug was related to popup User display type fields
saved report
only. This problem was fixed.
Search / Report Invalid calendar date java.lang.Exception: Invalid
This only occured when a user had the "time in 24 hour
calendar date was being thrown
format" set and they were performing a time-base query
between two dates. This bug was fixed.
User Custom
ucRenderListValues UserCustom exit did not always work This has been fixed.
with assigning default value for fields in selectedVals
HashMap

Count: 19 records
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